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C Symbols 

 
Cabbage - need of calcium. 

Cabin (mountain) - need for retreat or privacy. 

Cactus - a miracle. 

Cage - protective enclosure. 

Cage (metal) (ark) - mental restraint. 

Cake - Indulgence. 

Cake (wedding) - initiation of the bride and groom through the Christ. 

Calling for help - symbol of seeking protection.  (Look to what is being called for deeper 

meaning). 

Calling for help (father) - symbol of seeking family genesis protection. 

Calves - reflect the zeal and the momentum of the body. 

Calves (cramp) - a muscular cramp in the calf denotes a recoil from participation of doing one’s 

share in the world.  During the daytime hours, spasmodic cramps are caused by a depletion of 

ether; a disconnection from the psychic flow affects the calcium in the body and produces the 

need for calcium.  If the zeal or “go” impulse has been thwarted, there is a lack of etheric 

alignment between the muscles and the bones of the legs.  To awaken in the night with a 

spasmodic cram in the calf of the leg is an indication that the higher etheric body has failed to 

release itself perfectly to the night work and that there is some hidden psychic block caused by 

non-complying action as related to physical duties or responsibilities. 

Calves (weakened) - indicates fear of defeat.   

Camera (ark) - lesson preservation; recording instruction. 

Camera (filming movie) (ark) - to preserve instruction from the Master. 

Camping (ark) - support group. 

Cancer - apprehension dream of possible genetic inheritance; cancer of the soul, mind or 

morality. 

Candelabra, Crystal or Glass - higher astral world insulation. 

Candle - the life flame.1 

 
1Ann Ree Colton, Islands of Light, (Arc Publishing Co.), p. 99. 
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Candle (white) ark - spiritual insight or wisdom. 

Candles (three) - initiation into the three astral planes and the use of the will; to rise above the 

lower astral world into the higher astral world or first heaven. 

Candles (12) (ark) - initiation into discipleship (ruled by Mercury). 

Candles (22) (ark) - initiation into spiritual mastery. 

Cane or Reed - discipline.  Bamboo cane means the presence of the Master or Bodhisattvas.  The 

Master is near.  Be prepared for initiation.   

Cane (bamboo) (IS) - Bodhisattva. 

Candy Cane (ark) - discipline overindulgences. 

Candy Cane (Neptune green) (ark) - discipline to purify the will from indulgence in the use of 

force for leadership purposes. 

Candy Cane (purple) (ark) - discipline overindulgence in arrogance and delusions of 

superiority. 

Candy (red hots) (ark) - indulgence producing a fiery initiation to heal the lower mind; to slow 

down the psychic energies of the lower mind; to overcome psychism 

Candy (royal blue rectangular gel pop) (ark) - one is receiving grace in the assimilation of astral 

plasma containing a blessing and a promise of substance and expansion through initiation. 

Candy (slow poke) (ark) – indulgence in procrastination.   

Altar (canopy or covering over the altar) - represents the angelic insulation protecting those who 

worship and sustain the note of worship within the rectangle room from one worship to the 

coming worship.i 

Cantaloupe - lunar fire. 

Canyon (dc) - kundalini passage powers in spinal canal.  If it opens too fast, can create a 

holocaust.   

Cape - the Father is the cape or coat encasing us in life.  Divine Mother is the lining of the cape 

or coat.2 

Cape (black) (ark) - agent of the dark.   

Cape (black with red lining) (ark) - agent of the dark working through Kali, the lower aspect of 

Divine Mother, as the destroying principle. 

 
2Ann Ree Colton, Galaxy Gate II, p. 89. 
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Car/Vehicle (ark) - a symbol which reveals the condition, character and health of one’s energy 

body (also known as the higher etheric body) when traveling in the astral world. 

Car / vehicle - higher etheric body for traveling over the astral world.3 

Car (accident)[ark] - payment of karma. 

Car (antique or jalopy) - indicates that the higher etheric body as a vehicle is detained in the 

lesser dream veils.  Also indicates that one is yet to understand the techniques of night travel. 

Car (backing up) (ark) - backing out of or reversing a situation. 

Car (black) (ark) - one is in danger from lack of use of will; (ktk) one is being driven by 

undersoul energies. 

Car (blistering paint) (ark) - astral irritation or burning of the higher etheric body. 

Car (cab) (ktk) - one is earning his way. 

Car (cadillac) (ark) - advanced higher etheric body. 

Car (convertible) (ark) - higher etheric body that is free to go in out of the higher dream veils. 

Car (copper) (ark) - signifies the love nature of the higher etheric body. 

Car (door) closing (ark) - the act of closing a car door in a dream represents that one is sealing 

away the karmic past.  (Note accompany symbols as to what is being sealed away.) 

Car (driver) - the Teacher (dc).  If one is in the driver seat of any vehicle, it is indicative of his 

using his own will to arrive at his particular destination for the night’s action. 

Car (fast) (ark) - one adept at night flight. 

Car (green)(ark) - healing of the higher etheric body. 

Car (jaguar)(ark) - advanced higher etheric body. 

Car (limousine)(ark) - large and influential higher etheric body. 

Car (magenta) - higher etheric spiritual power. 

Car (Mercedes) (ark) - advanced higher etheric body. 

Car (moving) - the higher etheric body’s movement and action where one is learning about time 

and space. 

Car (old) - antiquated ideas. 

Car (parking lot) (ark) - parking a car in a parking lot represents the resting of the higher etheric 

body in a group body. 

 
3Ann Ree Colton, Dream Codes. 
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Car (parking a silver) (ark) - resting of the higher etheric body during cleansing and healing 

with purifying fire. 

Car (parking in garage) (ark) - parking a car in a garage represents the resting of the 

higher etheric with the family atom. 

Car (parked under a cement carport) (ark) - resting of the higher etheric body under the 

protection of the God the Father. 

Car (passenger) - ^signifies one is not using his will; <that he has yet to earn the power and use 

of his will to ascend alone into the higher dream veils. 

Car (red) (ark) - higher etheric body that is power charged with cosmic dynamism. 

Car (red sports) (ark) - dynamic higher etheric body being used in the rarified etheric 

atmosphere; one adept at night flight. 

Car (red jeep) (ark) - cosmic polarity vehicle. 

Car (refused as a passenger) - one has overcome the burden of the karmic past. 

Car (Rolls Royce) - spiritual royalty. 

Car (Rolls Royce) sapphire blue (ark) - the higher etheric body traveling in the astral world as 

spiritual royalty in the higher mind. 

Car (sapphire blue) (ark) - the higher etheric body traveling in the astral world with the higher 

mind. 

Car (shell of a) (ktk) - the shell of a car is representative of a prototypal shell (projections of 

spiritual ignorance and unknowing). 

Car (sports) (ark) - one who is using his higher etheric body in the rarified etheric atmosphere; 

one adept at night flight. 

Car (sports) silver (ark) - cleansing and healing with the purifying fire of the higher etheric 

body. 

Car (station wagon) old (ark)- antiquated ideas concerning family memories. 

Car (SUV) (ark) - an etheric dinosaur. 

Car (taxi) (ktk-ark) - paying or earning your ride through lessons in. (Note the color for 

clarification). 

Car (Thunderbird) (ark) - a higher etheric body that has the power to rise in the higher worlds. 

Car (truck) old - antiquated ideas related to the common-sense practicals of earth necessities. 

Car (truck) white - ideas related to the common-sense practicals of earth necessities in spiritually 
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perfected higher etheric body. 

Car (truck) old white - antiquated ideas related to the common-sense practicals of earth 

necessities in spiritually perfected higher etheric body. 

Car (trunk) (ark) - higher etheric initiatory memories.   

Carwash (ark) - cleansing of the higher etheric body. 

Car (Volkswagen) ark – exploring a new level of the higher etheric body. 

Car (Volkswagen) magenta (ark) - exploring a new level of the higher etheric spiritual power. 

Car (Volkswagen) pink (ark) - exploring a new level of the higher etheric love and devotion. 

Car (Volkswagen) violet pink (ark) - exploring a new level of understanding, faith, healing in the 

higher etheric body. 

Car (white) (ark) - pure higher etheric body. 

Caravan (ark) - a spiritual sojourn. 

Caravan (elephant)(ark) - clearing the way on a spiritual pilgrimage or sojourn through use of 

the will. 

Card (congratulatory of marriage) (ark) - prophetic guidance that one is being initiated that he 

may unite with the higher self. 

Card (thank you) (ark) - prophetic revelation of receipt of gratitude for one’s actions.  (Note   

accompanying symbols for the reason.)   

Cardamon - for healing of heart or love offenses; also healing of heart ventricles. 

Cardboard (ark) - unsubstantial, uncertain ground. 

Cards (ark) - one is playing with the psychic arts rather than using spiritual telepathy. 

Carnations - a domestic flower signifying the protection of the Divine Mother and the Guardian 

Angel of the family. 

Carnival - astral glamour, fantasy.  A carnival indicates that one is selling his spiritual powers to 

the unappreciative and is being told that he should not give his pearl of wisdom to the swine-

consciousness of callous-minded persons. 

Carpenter - symbol of the great carpenters, Jesus and Joseph. 

Carpet / Rug - one’s lower etheric body.   

Carpet /Rug (seated on) - to be seated on a carpet/rug, one is experiencing former-life memory 

methods of meditation.   

Carpet / Rug (kneeling on) - to be kneeling on a rug reveals that one has had contact with Islam 
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practices in a former life.   

Carpet / Rug (hanging on wall) - to see a rug as a wall hanging in a dream is a warning that one 

must be alert, that he become not a victim to those who would abuse his confidence.   

Carpet / Rug (slip and fall) - to slip or fall upon a rug is a warning that one should watch his 

moods and temperaments regarding habit slavery of the body.   

Carriage - indicates spiritual transportation earned from past-life grace. 

Cart (ark) - spiritual transportation. 

Cart (metal luggage) (ark) - indicates spiritual transportation earned from mental grace. 

Cart (metal shopping) (ark) - spiritual nourishment within a mental enclosure. 

Case (jewelry - pink and gold with rose-velvet lining) (ark) - protective encasement of love, 

devotion and reverence for manifestation of spiritual power and enhancement of the soul-light. 

Cash - energy. 

Cash Register (merchant scene) (dc) - tested by money; pay the price for great spiritual pearl. 

Casket - a symbol of death to the old life.  A jeweled casket indicates grace. 

Cat - astral force; observing various degrees of energy; a psychic person who is draining off your 

vitality.  Indicates one is subjected to the astral lower world through the region of the solar 

plexus, and also that the emotional magnetism and physical magnetism of the body are being 

depleted. 

Cat (black) - woman with malicious temperament. 

Cat (black kitten) (ark) - woman with an undeveloped tendency toward a malicious 

temperament. 

Cat (black and gray)  - depression and denial of astral force.   

Cat (black and white) (ark) -  indecisive astral force due to karmic polarities. 

Cat (gray striped) (ark) – change or transition due to deliberation and analysis of astral force. 

Cat (kitten) (ark) - undeveloped astral force. 

Cat (litter box) (ark) - one is subjected to the astral lower world and being initiated through 

forms and objects caused by poisonous memories and conditions of the past. 

Cat (one’s own) - a psychic protector of the home. 

Cat (white) - astral religion. 

Cat (white kitten) (ark) - undeveloped astral religion. 

Cathedrals (IS) - all great cathedrals are built through the help of the Cherubim Angels.  The 
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Cherubim Angels are the master builders of heaven; manifestors for building the unmanifested; 

Cathy - takes on the black sheep karma of the ancestral line. 

Cauliflower - an ordinary or mundane blessing. 

Cave - womb; the heart portal; also, the initiate’s inward home; (dc) archive where one goes to 

be initiated. 

Cave - to be confronted with the darkened opening of cave or a portal indicates that one is being 

challenged as to whether his fears are greater than his desires to make union with the Supreme 

One. 

Cave (bronchial) - divining powers. 

Cave (manmade) -  if one sees in vision or dream, a darkened, man-made cave such as a tunnel 

or mine entrance, this pertains to physical karma and indicates a temporary research into some 

karmic interception, that is, the one dreaming is being shown that he must search out a physical 

concept and assess its limitation. 

Cave (whirling) - contact with the great sound current and heavenly planes. 

Cayman Island (ark) - lower astral world initiation to overcome lust. 

Cedar - a symbol of peace, grace-timing, anointing, and perfect faith, preservation. 

Ceiling (ark) - the ceiling of the house represents the higher unconscious. 

Celery (ark) - to cleanse. 

Cello, Violin, Viola - are over directed by the Cherubim angels. 

Cells (including pulse points of the body, heartbeat, veins, nerves, arteries, muscles, glands, 

organs) (234) - etheric energy in the lesser etheric body. 

Cement Block (rectangular) (ark) - heavy initiation. 

Cement Block (square) (ark) - massive karmic action. 

Centaur (Sagittarius) - to overcome indecisiveness as to moral issues; to master the etheric 

elemental intrusions; to learn obedience in following true guidance; to mediate between animal 

and man; to see man as supreme only under God. 

Cerulean blue - relates to higher etheric, the higher mental and the higher emotional planes.  

Cerulean blue is the color used by the Cherubim Angels to announce their presence or their 

contacting love.  To see cerulean blue in a dream indicates that: (a) one is aligning himself with 

the pure spheres of the cosmic music; 2) it can only be experienced when one has stilled his 

sentient atoms.  The angels use the blue to give hope and divine assurance to one who aspires to 
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use his higher mind. Spirit Eternal or mind‘s light of Jesus (IS) - is always seen as a cerulean 

blue light of cool peace-giving, celestial fire.   

Chain (tighten bicycle gear) (ark) - fine tune the lesser etheric body. 

Chain (golden) (IS) - Recording Angel. 

Chair - support.  Teacher in a chair means he has passed away or he will pass away.  Person in a 

chair means not using his will. 

Chair (jeweled throne) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream #4. 

Chair (on the altar) - symbolizes the enthronement of the authority as authorized by the Higher 

Worlds.ii   

Chair (rocking) (ktk) - support for healing. 

Chair (rocking in a rocking chair) (ark) - one is healing non-use of the will.   

Chair (reclining lounge) (ark) - support while in dying state or state of inertia. 

Chair (sitting in wheelchair) (ark) - one is resolving karma related to faulty or unjust actions 

from the abuse of will. 

Chair (teacher sitting in wheelchair (ark) - a teacher who has passed away or will pass away is 

resolving karma from faulty or unjust actions from the abuse of will. 

Chair (wheelchair) (ark) - support on the wheel of karma that one may resolve his faulty or 

unjust actions from the abuse of will. 

Chair (white)(ark) - spiritual support.   

Chair (wooden pew) (ark) - physical spiritual support. 

Chalkboard (ark) - instruction to be received (if the student) or given (if the teacher). Take note 

of what is written. 

Chalice (ark) - purified vessel of God. 

Chalice (gold) (ark)- purified soul or solar vessel of God with manifestation powers from the 

Higher Self. 

Chalice (silver) (ark)- purified lunar vessel of God manifesting lunar vitality from the lower 

astral world. 

Chalice (gold and silver) (ark)- purified solar and lunar vessel for God. 

Chakras - seven soul-vortices located over the spinal canals of the etheric body: 

Chakra (1st) - begins at the end of the spine and contains the curled kundalini fire waiting to rise 

to the crown of the head, that one may be spiritually illumined.  Its negative aspect is lust.  The 
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sense correlating to this wheel is the sense of smell; its element is earth. 

Chakra (2nd) - located along the spinal etheric canal directly above the pelvic bone.  Its function 

is to keep alive the sexual propagation impulse in the biological life.  This works through the 

gonad and ovary systems of men and women.  One purifies this wheel or chakra by drawing up 

the life force centered therein to the heart, which develops an ojas or great spiritual strength in 

creations. The negative aspect of this chakra is anger. The sense correlating to it is taste; its 

element is water. 

Chakra (3rd)(arck) - relates to the area between the navel and just below the heart.  This is the 

center of the solar plexus and pertains to seeing or vision due to the sun’s fire gathered in this 

area or chakra.  The negative aspect of this center is greed, ambition.  The element is fire of 

plasma; the sense correlating to it is sight. 

Chakra (4th) (arck) - is centered in the heart.  This is the center of touching or of empathy 

generated by selfless love.  Its negative aspect is delusion.  Its element is fire; the sense 

correlating to it is touch. 

Chakra (5th)(arck) - is centered in the throat.  This is the great Nadam center where the Hum of 

the Divine may be contacted.  This wheel is the wheel of logos.  To speak a mantra, such as So 

Hum, opens this chakra.  As the sacred Hum is uttered one frees himself from karma.  The 

element correlating to this chakra is air.  The sense correlating to it is hearing. The negative 

aspect is envy; pride. 

Chakra (6th)(arck) - is situated between the eyebrows is the command center where one 

combines with the audible sound current and supreme consciousness.  Superconsciousness mind 

is freed through this command center. The element correlating to this center is the moon and sun 

androgynous fiery akasia working with the pranic life currents as aether.  When one opens this 

chakra, he overcomes the dualistic aspects of his nature and makes union with the Supreme One.  

The negative aspect of this chakra is hypnotic suggestion or abuse of willing. In its highest 

aspect one uses the higher extrasensory perception. 

Chakra (7th)(arck) - is the center of the great AUM or the thousand-petaled lotus and is centered 

in the pineal gland.  In the great AUM chakra residing over the soul’s pulsation, centered over 

the crown of the head, one makes union through his higher self with the Supreme One or God.  

The sense correlating to this is prescience or Christ consciousness is bioplasma.  Its negative 

aspect is atheism. 
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Chariot (ark) - purification of the lower self through the elements of earth, air, fire and water. 

Cheek (left) (ark) - psychic power. 

Cheek (chaste kiss on the cheek from the Master) (IS) - means the one being kissed has been 

accepted as a disciple or initiate. The initiate should be prepared thereafter to render the kiss of 

communication and salvation to all others. 

Cheerleader (ark) - encouragement. 

Cheese - the rewards of effort. 

Cherries - symbol of happiness. 

Cherubim Angel - building and creativity telepathy; telepathic stimulation of humor; telepathy 

through music; healing the depressed.  To be aware of the Cherubim Angels in meditation and 

dreams is to know that one will have supernatural helps in his development on the physical, 

mental and spiritual planes.  The cherubim support all servers for God by sustaining them with 

flawless skills. 

Chest of Drawers (ark) - concealed initiations. 

Chest of Drawers (used rectangle misshapen rattan) (ark) - concealed initiation caused by 

warped praise and praise-giving acquired from others. 

Chicken (young bird) - a young woman. 

Chicken (food) - domestic; family-atom. 

Chicken (hen) - old meddling woman. 

Chicken (rooster) - betrayer of the Lord. 

Child (dc) - birth of an initiate. 

Child (accepting) ark - to dream of accepting a child means that one is accepting the higher self. 

Child (Christ)(IS) - Jesus. 

Child (deformed) (ark) - to give birth to a deformed child means that one has given birth to a 

devitalized higher self. 

Child (infant holding the hand of a man) (IS) - Archangel Gabriel. 

Child (refusing) ark - to refuse to take a child to raise in a dream means that one is resisting the 

higher self, and therefore is denying the responsibility of the spiritual life. 

Child (separation from) - loss of the higher self. 

Child (saving) ark - to save a child signifies your attempts to save your higher self. 

Children - to dream of children repeatedly is a sign that one has begun his night serving and is 
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meeting probationers to the Path while in sleep. 

Chin (ark) - stubbornness. 

Chin (to kiss on the chin) (ark) - to dream of kissing a person’s chin is a sign that both are 

stubborn. (See supporting symbols for the cause or area of stubbornness.) 

Chocolate - indulgence. 

Christ Child (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Christmas Presents (wrapped in green and red paper) ark - health and healing gifts. 

Christmas Tree (decorated) - heart disciple; initiation during the Christmas season (from the 

period of December 14th thru January 8th); overcoming the Herod materiality.   

Christmas Tree Ornaments - symbols of festival grace. 

Chrysanthemums - a symbol of conventional or man-made courtesies, lightening the 

competitive challenges in the world; autumn initiation. 

Chrysanthemums (bronze) - symbol of autumn felicity (happiness). 

Chrysanthemums (orange vermillion) (ark) - an autumn initiation where one is given the 

opportunity to heal uncontrolled passion; pride of possessions; impregnable ethers. 

Chrysanthemums (purple)(ark) - an autumn initiation where one is given the opportunity to heal 

karma related to delusions of superiority, pompousness, egocentricity. 

Chrysanthemums (white) - symbol of aristocracy, and of right deportment. 

Chrysanthemums (yellow) - symbol of the physical sun; of pungent healing of the lesser etheric 

body to be gained from the rays of the sun. 

Church - to be in a house of God or church duplicated in a night vision or dream shows the one 

dreaming that he is visiting the Second-Heaven or Hall of Wisdom precincts called the 

Shambala.  One researches his own worship in the great Hall of Sacraments where all religions 

are interfused and blended.  In Second Heaven night initiation one learns what the true sacrament 

is and also learns that worship on earth is but a shadow of the true body of worship in heaven.  

While traveling at night to the Second Heaven Hall of Sacraments, one learns that all religions 

are interconnected necessary bodies, that men may keep their soul covenants with God. 

Cinnamon - for the healing of the lower mind and slowing down the psychic energies of the 

lower mind; to overcome psychism. 

Circle - physical sun, individual or ego; the soul; protection; the eternal. 

Circle (with dot in center) - The eternal self; the Christ within; invisible sun; Celestial Angels’ 
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help; Archangel protection. 

Circles - yin. 4 

Circles (three) - three circles relate to three phases of understanding coming to balance. 

Circles (three interlinked loops) (IS) - Master Serapis:  Order - Light Stream #3. 

Circus - A carnival indicates that one is selling his spiritual powers to the unappreciative and is 

being told that he should not give his pearl of wisdom to the swine-consciousness of callous-

minded persons. 

City (arc) - crosscurrents between astral magnetism and earth gravity. (ark) Mental realms of 

mind to understand the connection between emotional compulsions and consciousness. 

Classroom - to dream that you are in a classroom, symbolizes that you may be learning an 

important life lesson; prophetic. 

Cliff - ^to dream that you are standing at the edge of a cliff, denotes that you have arrived to an 

increased level of understanding, new awareness, and a fresh point of view. <You may have 

reached a critical point in your life and may fear losing control. 

Clock (watch) - timing; also Recording Angel Reminder. Hands on the clock identifying time are 

revealing the timing of an event.  The hands pointed to three o’clock relate to a third day, a third 

week, a third month or a third year, etc. 

Closet (ark) - hidden aspect. 

Cloth (touching) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Clothes (ark) - one’s outer image or role. 

Clothes (new) (ark) - revamping and updating one’s outer image or role. 

Clothes (old) (ark) - one’s outer image or role is detained in the past. 

Clothes (tight) - one is uncomfortable or restricted in some manner by their outer role or image; 

the dreamer has ideas above his or her station. 

Clothes (washing) - cleaning up one’s affairs. 

Clothesline (ark) - to dream of clothes hanging on a clothesline, suggests that hidden aspects are 

being revealed about the person whose clothes are on the line, especially if they are underwear. 

Clothing (black) (ark) - danger of obliteration of one’s will. 

Clothing (brown) - over-materialistic. 

 
4Ann Ree Colton (1981) Mandala. 
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Clothing (clothed in bridal gown) - initiation of the feminine polarity being united with the 

masculine polarity to become a bride of the Christ. 

Clothing (black and white) (ark) - sees polarities in terms of black and white; the letter of the 

law rather than the spirit of the law. 

Clothing (black and white checked) - represents duality which plays upon man during the first 

probation of his discipleship; the law of diversity.5 

Clothing (from last century) (ark) - antiquated ideas; past life memory. 

Clothing (striped) - change or transition of a spiritual nature. 

Clothing (oatmeal in color) (ark) - one has an image of sturdiness, strength or power. 

Clothing (to conceal oatmeal colored shirt cuffs under a jacket) (ark) - astral protection 

through retreat or withdrawal of one’s strength of power and authority. 

Clothing (tight or restrictive) (ark) - one is restricted by their public or professional role; one has 

ideas above their station. 

Clothing (tights) (ark) - to dream that you are wearing tights, suggests that you are feeling at 

ease in exposing aspects of your Self. 

Cloud (white transparent) – the intelligence and wisdom of divine truth. 

Cloves - for neutralizing harsh speech or to speak true; healing for the throat etheric atom; 

service. 

Clown - to be confronted by a clown in a dream indicates that one feels himself to be a figure of 

self-pity.  The Cherubim Angels use the symbol of a clown also to tell the dreamer that he is 

refusing to face reality.  To play that one is a clown in a dream indicates that one feels he has 

been duped or made ridiculous. 

Coat - protection and insulation. 

Coat (black) - accentuated protection 

Coat (black and brown) - protection and insulation from karmic penalty to be exacted. 

Coat (brown) (arck) - protection afforded to one who is to make a physical sacrifice or to render 

a physical service. 

Coat (brown with coattails) (ark) - protection afforded to one who has earth passions and zeals 

of the will who is to make a physical sacrifice or to render a physical service. 

 
5Ann Ree Colton, Islands of Light, (Arc Publishing Co.), p. 99. 
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Coat (chocolate brown) ark - protection and insulation from materialistic pressures, materiality, 

material expectations, material ambitions. 

Coat (crimson red) ark - desire for healthy life force; pure blood stream; honesty; ego command. 

Coat (frayed) - abuse of conversation or logos. 

Coat (fur) - identifies with the etheric body -- works like a porcupine.6 Kinetic energy is 

porcupine-like, with fine little hairs.  This is part of the inner and outer liking and disliking 

Coat (fur coat in hot weather) - out of season; impractical; lesser etheric body too highly 

charged; psychic drainage. 

Coat (great fur) (ark) - one who is aggressive and belligerent due to a guilty conscience; (arc) a 

traditionalist who is on the defense against new ideas. 

Coat (old fur) - symbol of outmoded or worn-out religious or political ideas. 

Coat (gray or beige) (dc) - desire to be anonymous; desire for a more introspective life. 

Coat (Rainbow coat) (ark) - a Joseph’s coat that provides a saint’s protection and is symbolic of 

a covenant with God. (Joseph became powerful in Egypt and his brothers bowed before him Genesis 37: 1-11; 

12-38; 41:14-36; 50:20.)  

Coat (Raincoat) (ark) - astral protection and insulation during time of cleansing. 

Coat (white) (ark) - spiritual protection and insulation. 

Cobra (attacking) - a symbol of a deranged psychical will.  Dangerous psychical force or 

inverted use of the will.  Danger from a hypnotic will.   

Cobra (peaceful) - indicates kundalini power to be opened. 

Coconut - primitive. 

Coffin (bare or wooden) - means death to the little self; also fear of physical death. (Also, see 

Casket.) 

Coin - the will to do.iii 

Coins (gold) - the soul’s effulgence in the higher etheric body. 

Coins (silver) - the moon’s power; lesser etheric body; the law of earning and spending; worldly 

affairs; negative Judas mind current. 

Collie - means a shepherd or teacher. 

Colon (emotional disturbance) - dreams portraying emotional-level disturbance of the colon 

 
6Ann Ree Colton, Dream Codes. 
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signify false concepts of chastity and failure to accept the functional processes of life.   

Colon (etheric disturbance) - dream research into the etheric disturbance of the colon, 

pertaining to infants or young children, discloses that the etheric weakness is the product of past-

life resistance to the rules of life.  The etheric duplicate of the colon works with the gravity 

function of the constellation of Virgo, the planet Mercury and the planet Mars.  Inner research 

confirms that all elimination processes in the body are also influenced by the magnetic ebb-and-

flow tide actions of the moon.   

Colon (physical disturbance) - dreams revealing physical disturbances of the colon signify an 

unyielding lack of cooperation or resistance to releasing.   

Color - the more refined and sensitive the sight used in spiritual research, the finer and more 

delicate the color. 

Color (astral) - in the astral world, the key color is black. 

Colors of the Rainbow - the colors of the rainbow as seen by the eye of man relate to the plane 

of Nature and the vibrational life existing in Nature. 

Color (pale) - all borderline colors seen in the inner planes indicate that one is slowed down in 

sentient actions, preparation for a new experience. 

Color (seen in meditation) - spiritualize your meditation first with color.  The first color that 

comes is what you are.  Orange relates to the saints; Yellow the intellect; Gold the soul; Green is 

healing; and Blue is light. 7 

Color (yellow, gold) - pure reverence, humility, soul-power. 

Column - uprightness; an upright condition or person; wisdom; a support; also a Master in the 

Hall of Learning; an incorruptible initiate; a teacher, a guru or Master. 

Column (large) - a large column in a dream is representative of reinforcement of the antakarana 

bridge.8   

Columns (on the side of a rectangular room) - pertain to the true disciples, or dedicated ones, 

who uphold the structure of the worship within the building.iv   

Compass (IS) - Illuminati. 

Composer (IS) - all great composers receive their musics through the help of the Cherubim 

Angels. 

 
7Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
8Ann Ree Colton, The Agape Spirit. 
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Computer (Keyboard) ark - communication with the Master. 

Computer / Television - instruction from the Master. 

Computer (programming code) (ark) - blueprints received from the Master. 

Computer Screen - the screen of a television or computer shows that one is making contact with 

archetypal projected instruction.   

Conch Shell - inner hearing; the eternal sound current. 

Consonants (yin) (dc) - physical action energies.  Missing numbers are one’s destiny; Many 

numbers are one’s fate; Double Numbers - makes you impenetrable; sealed off person; 

untouchable. 

Container (metal) (ark) - mental confinement energies. 

Container (white plastic) (ark) - container for carrying spiritual nourishment. 

Cookies - indulgence. 

Cooking - preparing for the sacrament. 

Cooking vessel - warning to watch diet and health. 

Cooking vessel (frying pan) - under the influence of Pan.  Means heavy Capricorn or Sagittarius 

influence.  Sexual initiation through Pan influence. 

Cooking vessel (frying pan) (ark) - initiatory vessel for serving spiritual truths (see what kind of 

food is being prepared for the kind of truth you are serving). 

Copper - correlates to the planet Venus and signifies one’s love nature.  To see copper in a dream 

indicates that one is evaluating his love-expression throughout the ages. v 

Cord (ark) - represents a form of attachment. 

Cord - The Brahmin cord worn by Brahmins; a tie between persons on the earth.  If the cord is 

untied, it indicates probation; (see pg. 338 for more). 

Corn - to reap a harvest; the inner ear to be opened; a certain level of feeling that can be used by 

The Father in guidance. 

Corn (ear of) - to see an ear of corn indicates that one is developing inner hearing. 

Corn (grain of) (IS) - The Venerable One:  Devotion - Light Stream #2. 

Cornmeal - to work with diligence; African memories. 

Corn (tortilla) (ark) - to work with diligence. 

Cosmic Ray Vibrations - vibrate into the third eye in cognition dreaming with clarity, impressing 

into the mind the vision, the meaning, the statement, the direction and the instruction.  In 
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cognition dreaming one experiences actual life forces in the dream picture so that he never 

forgets a dream impregnated with life force produced by cosmic ray vibration. Life force dreams 

give to the one dreaming transubstantiation power to reenact his dreams and to reproduce their 

pictured forms as a reality in his outer life.  Only initiates experience such dreams. 

Couch / Sofa - the lesser etheric body in sleep. 

Cough / Coughing - preparation for:  overcoming lesser levels of genesis or genesis elimination; 

emotional restriction placed by family or friends. 

Council of Light - higher spiritual guardians and advisory ambassadors exercising whole 

authority over adept initiate soul groups. 

Courtroom (ark) - an initiation in justice. 

Cove - womb; the heart portal; also, the initiate’s inward home; (dc) archive where one goes to 

be initiated. 

Cow - domestic situation; something to do with the family-atom. 

Cow (sacred) - symbol of Divine Mother’s unending source of spiritual milk or food. 

Crab apple (ark) - a cleansing remedy to draw out and cleanse something unclean or poisonous 

about themselves; one who dislikes some aspect of their appearance or personality; to cleanse 

obsessive or repetitive behavior. 

Cranberries - symbol of bitter herbs; sacrifice. 

Crane (bird) - Chinese memory; a blessing; longevity grace. 

Crane (mechanical) (ark) - symbol of alignment of heart and mind; prescient wisdom; a 

teacher’s or Master’s intercession. 

Crawling (ark) - to dream that you are crawling, indicates that you are approaching your goals 

with careful forethought and preparation. 

Cream - indulgence. 

Cream (on white dove) (ark) - the cleansing and healing of disciple or co-disciple indulgence. 

Credit Card (ark) - grace. 

Crescent - the expanding of love and the forgiving of sins.vi 

Crystal (IS) - Seraphim Angel. 

Crib (ark) - to see a crib in your dream, suggests that you are harvesting a new idea, creation or 

project. 

Crimson red - Healthy life force; pure blood stream; honesty; ego-command. 
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Crocheting, Knitting, Sewing - night ministry industry.  To mend the garments of ether.  To be 

making a garment shows that one is building his spiritual garment during initiatory processes in 

sleep. 

Cross - initiatory trial; renunciation; assuming a burden; mastery of the cosmic forces. (IS) 

Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Cross (golden) - indicates soul power through renunciation. 

Cross (Golgotha) - sacrifice and renunciation. 

Cross (Jesus crucified) - reveals a soul contact with the crucified Jesus, giving resurrection 

power. 

Cross (on a human form) - indicates a saint. 

Cross (seen in fire) - indicates a fiery trial to consume the negatives of sensuality. 

Cross (seen in light) - sacrificed glory. 

Cross (serpent on a cross [Hippocrates’ Symbol]) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - 

Light Stream #4. 

Cross (and three women) (IS) - Mary. 

Crow / Raven - a trespasser and thoughtless intruder; a cunning mind; a destroyer of one’s 

labors; a cynical materialistic bandit; a malicious gossip. 

Crown (ark) - crown of illumination; rulership. 

Crown (gold) (ark) - crown of illumination into the soul power, grace and memory.   

Crown (jeweled) (ark) - crown of illumination of discipleship. 

Crown (Seraphim) (ark) - the Seraphim Crown is earned by a perfected telepathic disciple or 

cosmos disciple who has successfully birthed a mind under Christ, opening the door to Third 

Heaven initiations. 

Crown (of thorns) (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Crown (tree) (ark) - illumination crown of archetypal knowledge; disciple will now still the 

sentient atom. 

Crutches [ark] - support for the will in an emotional body initiation. 

Crying - the one crying should be prepared for an approaching grief or loss of someone who has 

the power to wound or grieve him. One is asking for help.vii 

Crying (tears of joy) - the one crying should be prepared for an approaching joyous event. 

(Research symbols in dream regarding its connection.) 
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Cube (IS) - Cherubim Angel. 

Cup (ark) - transcendence into a realm of higher consciousness. 

Cup - the form of man on the altar.  (Jesus inspires us to seek the flame in the cup. Christ ignites 

the flame; the form of man built by the Hierarchy.9 

Cup (ark) - the cup is a classic female sexual symbol that may also stand for love and truth. 

Cup of Tea - symbol of gossip. 

Cup of Urine (ark) - one bears the burden of others lack of self-control and discipline of the 

lesser will. 

Cup of Urine (poured over urethra) (ark) - one bears the burden and is disciplining himself 

from others lack of self-control and discipline of the lesser will. 

Cup of Red Vinegar (ark) - one bears the burden of others lack of self-control for the energy 

processes of distemper; temper; agitators; disturbers; accusers; irresponsibility and those without 

conscience. 

Cup of Red Vinegar (poured over urethra) (ark) - one bears the burden and is disciplining 

himself for others lack of self-control for the energy processes of distemper; temper; agitators; 

disturbers; accusers; irresponsibility and those without conscience. 

Cup of Water - discipleship; called by the Christ. 

Cupboard (kitchen) (ark) - accessing hidden or secret spiritual information about oneself. 

Curb (ark) - on the sidelines; walking the edge. 

Curtain (ark) - initiation. 

Curtain (stage) - a new action or drama in life. 

Curtain (aquamarine) ark - right use of will initiation. 

Curtain (beige) ark - a neutral field veiling away reality. 

Curtain (black) - will initiation. 

Curtain (gold) ark - soul power initiation. 

Curtain (pink) - emotional initiation; an emotional veil over one’s eyes; a mystic mind veiling 

away reality. 

Curtain (white) ark - spiritual initiation. 

Custard (ark) - leniency in a new beginning of spiritual truths in their first phases.   

 
9Ann Ree Colton, Devotion #10. 
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